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Free Essay: About 90 percent of NCAA colleges do random drug testing on their student-athletes. Through I found this
source with the help of Dan Chibnall.

Now a days, to test the student athletes they can use urine, hair, oral fluids, and sweat patch. The money used
in paying for these tests could be used for many other things such as new uniforms and equipment. Our role
models are athletes, actors and actresses, and other figures in the public eye. In there was one junior college
school that allowed drug testing, and this school has been very successful in sports since the start of the drug
testing. Acton I chose to do my case study paper on drug testing in public schools. Consequently, every
sportsman will do his best to win this money. Josh Seidman states that, "testing happens just once a yearâ€¦.
When it is a first user their school and sports may suffer or even over dose. Not drug testing student athletes
will affect the relationships that the student athlete has with others. This is of great interest to me as a teacher
and coach because our school district recently decided to random test our student-athletes. Moreover, people
do not think that students can take drugs to win a competition. Even though drug testing is now allowed by the
Supreme Court many schools do not yet have mandatory drug test policies. Although both Pass To Play words
- 6 pages elementary age when the police brought in the drug dogs to the school that drugs are bad for you,
that they are wrong and illegal. However a lot of speculation has been made whether or not welfare recipients
in particular should be subjected to mandatory drug testing. Participating in athletics is a students choice but,
being drug-free is a must. They believe that young people are too innocent and fair to behave in this way. Its
becoming very popular in middle schools, high schools, and colleges. Due to this, many school officials have
made their student athletes take mandatory random drug tests. Sack analyze their thoughts on the issue of
random testing drug abuse by athletes. Steroids that are used today have expanded from the older techniques
like caffeine and sugar, which the world population uses everyday now and athletes are trying new things to
make sure they come out on top. My awareness of the solvent facts in this case will enable myself to be
recognascent of any problems that may arise in the Drug Testing Of Student Athletes Essay words - 4 pages
Drug abuse is a major problem in our society as a whole and increasingly within our youth. Should drug
testing be allowed in school athletic programs? It is a natural procedure and one should not be afraid of it.
Steroids could cause serious health problem such as liver damage, cancer, high blood pressure, heart disease,
strokes Mandatory Drug Testing in High School Helps Prevent Drug Abuse words - 4 pages drugs are their
bigger concerns. It would make sense to save all of the stress put on everyone. No matter the sport there will
always be that one athlete who drinks or smokes before a game or practice. Unlike the drugs they are using in
the long run. When a student is asked to take a drug test, it can influence his character. I should say that they
are inexperienced and they do not understand what they are doing. In recent years, many school districts have
implemented student athlete drug testing programs within their schools. Is the Right to Privacy Threatened?
When the student signs the contract saying they will not be involved with drugs or alcohol they should be
trusted, unless something sparks suspicion. The student-athletes are having very mixed feelings towards the
random testing. Doubtless, important competitions are connected with money. Drugs start as low as middle
school athletics, but yet they are not drug tested. Many people feel drug testing is an intricate tool in ensuring
that student-athletes are not violating their privilege as an athlete; others feel it is violating their right of
privacy. As a student-athlete, one automatically realizes a larger responsibility in their academic career. I
know that there are several student-athletes that do not act like it is a privilege and that bothers me with how
many kids can not go play college sports that are very disserving of the opportunity. In June , the U. Young
people are able to demonstrate their talents and skills and think about sports seriously. Mandatory drug testing
was not allowed in public schools until June when the Supreme Court allowed for public schools to do random
drug testing Carroll This decision allowed for drug testing in all schools throughout the United States not just
for athletes but also students who are in any activities within the school, for example clubs and competitive
events Carroll Linn State Technical College LSTC , a small college in rural Missouri, broke this precedent
and made headlines this year when it implemented a mandatory drug testing program for all students By
making drug testing a mandatory, regular thing for the student athletes it will serve as a deterrent and it will
send the message loud and clear that drugs are not Drug Test: The End The Steroid Era words - 6 pages
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improve their abilities.

